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Abstract In this work a unified treatment of solid and fluid vibration problems is9

developed by means of the Finite-Di↵erence Time-Domain (FDTD). The scheme10

here proposed takes advantage from a scaling factor in the velocity fields that im-11

proves the performance of the method and the vibration analysis in heterogenous12

media. Moreover, the scheme has been extended in order to simulate both the13

propagation in porous media and the lossy solid materials. In order to accurately14

reproduce the interaction of fluids and solids in FDTD both time and spatial res-15

olutions must be reduced compared with the set up used in acoustic FDTD prob-16

lems. This aspect implies the use of bigger grids and hence more time and memory17

resources. For reducing the time simulation costs, FDTD code has been adapted in18

order to exploit the resources available in modern parallel architectures. For CPUs19

the implicit usage of the advanced vectorial extensions (AVX) in multi-core CPUs20

has been considered. In addition, the computation has been distributed along21

the di↵erent cores available by means of OpenMP directives. Graphic Processing22

Units (GPU) have been also considered and the degree of improvement achieved23

by means of this parallel architecture has been compared with the highly-tuned24
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CPU scheme by means of the relative speed up. The speed up obtained by the25

parallel versions implemented were up to 3 (AVX and OpenMP) and 40 (CUDA)26

times faster than the best sequential version for CPU that also uses OpenMP with27

auto-vectorization techniques, but non includes implicitely vectorial instructions.28

Results obtained with both parallel approaches demonstrate that massive parallel29

programming techniques are mandatory in solid-vibration problems with FDTD.30

Keywords FDTD · GPU · CPU · OpenMP · AVX · vibration31

PACS 47.11.Bc · 61.20.Ja · 79.20.Ap32

Mathematics Subject Classification (2000) 68U20 · 65L12 · 68W1033

1 Introduction34

Kane S. Yee published in 1966 the initial FDTD scheme [1]. During the next two35

decades the scientific community do not show too much interest in this method36

due to its high computational requirements. However, the growing of the computer37

power in the last three decades has permitted that FDTD became a reference in38

di↵erent fields of science such as electromagnetism [2], optics and acoustics. This39

new scenario has allowed to develop new applications and also new formulations40

that cover a wider range of problems. The first attempts of FDTD in acoustics41

were published by Botteldooren [3], LoVetri [4], Wang [5] and its application to42

solid mechanics was performed by Virieux [6] and Cao [7] in the field of seismology.43

The formulation of FDTD for solids can be separated in two di↵erent schemes. The44

former is based on the discretization of the Newton’s second law and the Hook’s45

law; the latter is based on the vectorial and scalar potentials derived from the two46

general laws of solid-mechanics mentioned below. Regarding this second approach47

there are several contributions [8–10]. In this work, the first scheme is developed in48

order to model solid and fluid vibrations. The formulation based on the scalar and49

vectorial potentials has been developed e�ciently only for homogeneous media, due50

to the di�culties derived from the boundary conditions in the interfaces between51

solid and fluid [11].52

On the other hand, the direct application of the finite-di↵erence approach53

to the Newton’s second law and the Hook’s law allows to model the interaction54

between fluids and solids, due to the fact that the derivation of the initial FDTD55

scheme for acoustics is a particular case from these laws. The vibration analysis56

in fluids and solids require reduced values for time and spatial resolutions, since57

the propagation in solids use to be faster than in fluids such as air for instance. In58

addition, FDTD scheme computes the field distribution as a function of time, thus59

sometimes a big number of time steps is required in order to ensure steady state.60

FDTD also requires a discretization of the simulation region. The size of this grid61

a↵ects directly the time simulation costs and also the memory requirements of the62

method. In order to reduce the time simulation costs in seismology some works63

related with GPU computing have been developed [12].64

In this work, a unified treatment of fluid and solid FDTD analysis is per-65

formed. The formulation has been slightly modified from [13,14] in order to model66

e�ciently the vibration fields for fluid-solid interaction problems and porous and67

solid lossy materials. Moreover, a rigorous analysis of the performance of the 2D68
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FDTD in both parallel architectures multi-core CPU and GPU is performed. Both69

parallel implementations of the method are compared with a sequential code that70

takes advantage of OpenMP directives and also of the auto-vectorization avail-71

able in modern compilers. It is worth to note that this version is faster than the72

usual sequential codes, since its implementation has been performed taking into73

consideration strategies that benefit the auto-vectorization features provided by74

modern compilers. On the other hand, the parallel CPU version takes advantage75

of the advanced vectorial extensions (AVX) available in modern microprocessors.76

The AVX instructions set has been directly used in order to exploit the potential77

of modern CPUs. In addition, parallel strategies have been considered in order to78

use all the available cores in the CPU, thus OpenMP directives have been also79

applied in all CPU versions. This fine-tuned CPU version of the FDTD scheme80

has been compared with a massively parallel CUDA code for GPU computing.81

The idea is to accurately estimate how fast is a GPU against a CPU that exploits82

all its available resources. This analysis has been also performed for the standard83

FDTD scheme applied to optics [15] and for the solid-fluid scheme and SSE [14],84

but it has not been done yet for the application of AVX in CPUs to the best of85

our knowledge.86

The structure of the paper is as follows, in section 2 a two-dimensional FDTD87

scheme for solid and fluid media is briefly outlined, in section 3 the computational88

strategies considered for both GPU and CPU are given, in section 4 we present a89

comparison of the results obtained with the CPU code that takes advantage of the90

AVX and OpenMP directives and GPU computing. In this section the potential91

of the FDTD scheme here proposed is shown by means of the simulation of a92

common situation in building acoustics based on a cross-section with porous and93

lossy materials, finally section 5 describes the main conclusions of this paper.94

2 Finite-Di↵erence Time-Domain method for the analysis of vibration95

problems96

The fundamental constitutional equations for the propagation of elastic waves in97

solids can be derived in vectorial notation from the Newton’s second law and the98

Hook’s law obtaining the following well known identities:99
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where ⌧ is the stress tensor, � is the resistivity tensor, I is the identity matrix, �, µ100

and ⇢ are the two Lamé constants and the density respectively. The velocity vector101

is denoted by v. The Eqs. (1)-(2) describe the propagation in linear, homogeneous102

and non-lossy solid media. Basically, in solid media there are two types of waves,103

the p-waves or longitudinal waves and the s-waves also known as the transversal104

waves. The velocity of propagation of both waves is di↵erent and defined as follows:105
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where c

p

and c

s

are the p-wave and s-wave velocities, respectively. It is important106

to note that those materials with null second Lamé parameter µ (shear modulus)107
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Fig. 1 FDTD lattice for solids.

behave as fluids with a compressibility modulus defined as k = ��. The presence108

of heterogeneities and the p and s waves deal to di↵erent ondulatory phenomena109

such as the Rayleigh’s and Love’s waves.110

In this work a modified set of equations are considered based on a scaling of111

the velocity components. For the specific case of 2D simulation (x, y) the normal112

stresses from Eq. (1) can be expressed as follows113
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whereas the shear stress can be defined as:114
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with �

p

and �

s

being the longitudinal and shear resistivity parameters respectively.115

The velocity components can be split from Eq. (2) as follows:116
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where V

i

= v

i

Z0 with i = x, y and Z0 = ⇢c

p

=
p

⇢ (�+ 2µ). The scaling of the117

velocity components has many advantages such as the possibility of handle closer118

values for the velocities in both solids and fluids. Note that usually the movement119

of the particles in solids tend to be smaller than in a fluid. On the other hand, this120

normalization improves the finite error precision in FDTD equations since avoids121

the round-o↵ errors committed by the processor due to handling numbers with122

huge di↵erences in their modulus.123

This formulation can be easily related with the pressure-velocity scheme for124

fluid media considering k = �� and p = �1/2(⌧
xx

+ ⌧

yy

).125

Figure 1 shows the lattice configurations of the FDTD method for analysing126

the velocities and stress components. It is worth to note that FDTD scheme here127

proposed is based on an explicit scheme in which the calculation of the vibration128
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fields at later time is obtained from the current time values of the vibration fields.129

Reformulating Eqs. (4)-(7) by the FDTD method gives130
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The spatial and time resolution of FDTD are denoted by �u and �t, where133

square cells are considered (�u = �x = �y) (see Fig. 1). Regarding stability and134

dispersion, FDTD schemes must ensure the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) that135

for the specific case of solid-fluid interaction is defined as:136
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where c

l,max

is the maximum value of the longitudinal velocity in the domain and137

c

s,min

the lowest tangential velocity [16,13]. The boundaries of the domain have138

been truncated by means of a Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) that solves the prob-139

lems due to artifacts and reflections on the boundaries which are very common in140

finite-di↵erence schemes [13]. More specifically, to derive the PML formulation for141

elastic waves using the FDTD method, the complex coordinate stretching method142

is applied to these governing equations [17,18]. In the absorbing layer, the com-143

plex coordinate setretching method replaces the original coordinate variable with144

a complex coordinate variable in both the equation of motion and Hooke’s law,145

Eqs. (1) and (2) respectively. The imaginary part of the complex coordinate is146

related to the wave attenuation coe�cient, thus waves in the boundary layer are147
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attenuated. The formulation of the PML can follow the sintax detailed in (4)-(6)148

but considering a fictitious resistivity parameter that has nothing to do with the149

real � which specify the medium.150

Regarding porous materials, its modelling has been perfomed following the151

model proposed by Biot in which a porous material can be simulated as a solid152

material surrounded by a viscous fluid. Under this assumption a longitudinal wave153

appears with velocity154
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with K

g

, K
f

being the bulk modulus of the frame and the fluid respectively, � the155

porosity and ⇢

s

and ⇢

f

the density of the solid and the fluid surrounding material156

respectively. This model is fully detailed in [19,20] and has been directly included157

in the FDTD method here proposed simulating the porous media such as a solid158

material with a set or parameters defined in the literature.159

3 Computational optimization160

In this section the strategies considered for accelerating FDTD for solid-fluid vi-161

bration analysis are detailed. In this work an Intel Xeon E5-2360 processor with162

15MB of cache, a clock speed of 2.3 GHz and the possibility of handle e�ciently163

twelve threads has been used. Regarding GPU computing, a GTX660 GPU with164

Kepler architecture is considered for the parallel implementation of the FDTD165

for solid-fluid vibration analysis. The basic computing unit in this type of hard-166

ware consists of 32 threads and this arrangement is defined as a warp. The GPU167

is capable of swapping warps into and out of context without any performance168

overhead. This functionality provides an important method of hiding memory and169

instruction latency on the GPU hardware. The di↵erent warps invoked are also170

arranged into blocks of threads.171

3.1 Multi-core CPU and AVX instructions172

The AVX extensions were firstly supported by Intel processors with the Sandy173

Bridge processor in 2011. AVX instructions follow the parallel computation model174

and is the most cost-e↵ective way of accelerating floating- or double-point perfor-175

mance in modern processors. Here, only single precison has been considered for176

FDTD simulations, since single precision is accurate enough for FDTD applica-177

tions. In order to successfully apply the AVX instructions, load operations must178

be done under a set of aligned bytes [21]. For that reason, the allocation of the179

memory for a matrix with e

r

rows and e

c

columns is done as a single aligned180

column vector by means of a new array class fully implemented in C++ [22]. Thus181

each position is reached taking into account that the storage order is by columns.182

For simplicity, the scheme of how Eq. (8) is computed by means of the AVX reg-183

isters and OpenMP is shown in Fig. 2a. The updating process for the rest of the184

components follow the same scheme. For simplifying the notation, also the PML185
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Fig. 2 a) Illustration showing the scheme for solving Eq. (8) in CPU. b) Flowchart of GPU
parallel programming for FDTD for fluid-solid vibration analysis.

notation has been supressed but it is also included in the optimization process.186

For instance, the update of ⌧

xx

requires several aligned loads that store 8 con-187

secutive values of the terms involved: V
x

|n
i+1/2,j , Vx

|n
i�1/2,j , Vy

|n
i,j�1/2,Vy

|n
i,j+1/2.188

Note that the physical parameters that define the media are also stored in the189

AVX registers. The next step is to perform the arithmetic operations by means of190

the AVX registers using the intrinsics functions ( mm256 sub ps( m256 a, m256191

b), mm256 add ps( m256 a, m256 b) or mm256 mul ps( m256 a, m256 b)192

for instace). In addition, OpenMP has been considered in order to parallelize the193

updating of each field component. Modern CPUs contain several cores that can be194

used by means of shared memory schemes in order to split the computational load195

amongst the di↵erent cores. By means of OpenMP directives, each component has196

been parallelized distributing the whole computation by columns. As can be seen197

in Fig. 2a, each thread is in charge of computing a set of columns of each field198

component, whereas each thread uses extensively the vectorial AVX instructions199

along the rows direction.200
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3.2 Graphic Processing Units (GPUs)201

Regarding the SF-FDTD implementation and GPU computing, a number of blocks202

related with the number of rows and columns are invoked by means of the kernel203

functions and an array of 192⇥2 threads are launched per block [23].204

Besides the potential of the CUDA kernel, it is necessary to divide the whole205

computation process in several kernels focused on computing each component of206

the vibration field. Fig. 2b summarizes the invocation path of the kernels related207

with the FDTD implementation. Firstly, an initialization in host of the fields to208

be computed is perfomed. Secondly, the allocation of these componentes is done209

inside the GPU, those fields that must be filled such as the physical parameters that210

models the media are copied to the GPU memory. Thirdly, the FDTD computation211

is performed by a set of kernels that update each component of the vibration212

field (stress and velocities). Finally, the fields are downloaded to the host. In this213

flow chart the post-process is omitted, but mandatory downloads of the ⌧ and V214

components must be considered in order to compute the specific desired outputs.215

The time costs of this process has been also considered in order to compute the216

speed up in the results section.217

4 Results218

Firstly, the computational results are summarized in Fig. 3. The simulation grid219

is modified as a function of the number of rows (e
r

) and columns (e
c

). More220

specifically, Fig. 3a-b shows the time simulation cost and the speed up respec-221

tively for a set of simulations with e

c

= 500, e

c

= 1000 and e

c

= 1500 vary-222

ing the number of rows. The relative speed up has been computed considering223

as sequential version an auto-vectorized code with also OpenMP directives. The224

auto-vectorization provided by modern compilers (flag -O3 in gcc) is based on pre-225

dicting which loops can be automatically vectorized, or converted into vectorial226

instructions [24]. This auto-vectorized code is expected to be the fastest sequential227

code achievable by a programmer without advanced knowledge on parallelization228

techniques. The relative speed up obtained from the CPU parallel code optimized229

with AVX instructions and OpenMP behaves quite constant as a function of e
c

230

and a slight maximum can be identified for the specific case of e

r

⇡ 200 cells.231

This local maximum belongs to an optimal usage of the cache memory available232

in the microprocessor for small computational sizes. As the simulation size be-233

comes greater the simulation does not fit in the cache and the speed up remains234

constant. The overall speed up obtained by this version is closer to 3 compared235

with the auto-vectorized version. On the other hand, the GPU CUDA version re-236

mains more homogeneous as a function of the simulation size and the speed ups237

are quite near to 40 respect of the auto-vectorized sequential version. In order to238

accurately compare the GPU and the AVX+OpenMP CPU version, the relative239

speed up between them has been computed and shown in Fig. 3c. As can be seen240

the GPU version is near to 15 times faster than the fine-tuned CPU code and241

this behavior remains constant as a function of the simulation size. The e↵ect of242

the cache size in the AVX+OpenMP CPU version can be also seen in Fig. 3c for243

e

r

⇡ 200 cells. The slight di↵erences in the relative speed up curves reveals that244

the GPU version is more competitive for bigger simulation sizes, reaching values245
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Fig. 3 Computational results as a function of the number of cells for the specific case of e
c

=
500, e

c

= 1500 and e
c

= 1500. (a) Represents the relative speed up for the AVX version. (b)
Relative speed up between the non-vectorial CPU version and GPU code. (c) Relative speed
up between the AVX and CUDA codes.

of near to 15. This value is significantly di↵erent from the relative speed up val-246

ues obtained in Fig. 3b. These results illustrates that AVX extensions in modern247

processors do not introduce a significant improvement in terms of computational248

costs compared to a massively computational architecture such as GPU in which249

the number of cores is a hundred times greater than in a single CPU. Nevertheless,250

significant improvements can be achieved by vectorization in modern processor by251

means of the auto-vectorization and also by means of the implicit usage of the252

vectorial registers available such as SSE or AVX. The full usage of these capa-253

bilities are needed in order to exploit all the resources of the processor and thus254

accurately analyze the real degree of improvement obtained by GPU computing.255

The results show that GPU codes are mandatory in this type of applications in256

which the requirements in terms of grid size and time steps can be una↵ordable for257

sequential codes and even to multi-core processors. The low performance obtained258

by AVX compared to the relative speed up achieved by the conventional stream-259

ings SIMD extensions (SSE) in [14] is due to the overhead produced by unalinged260

loads required in FDTD codes. This overhead is minimized in SSE instructions and261

modern processors, whereas for AVX can not be neglected. It is espected that the262
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Fig. 4 Modulus of the the normalized velocity as a function of the space and time: (a) nstep =
500, (b) nstep = 1500, (c) nstep = 2500, (d) nstep = 3500, (e) nstep = 4500, (f) nstep = 5500,
(g) nstep = 6500, (h) nstep = 7500, (i) nstep = 8500

AVX-512 new compliant proposed by Intel in July 2013 minimizes this aspect and263

also expands the width of the vectorial registers to 512-bit amongst the 256-bit in264

current AVX.265

Fig. 4 shows a sequence of the modulus of the scaled velocity as a function of266

the space and the time-simulation steps. The pressure source is located near the267

upper right corner. In the center of the domain there is a cross section filled with268

a solid material. In the upper right corner a porous material has been attached269

to the upper vertical wall in order to simulate a configuration close to a partition270

in building acoustics. It can be easily seen that the propagation inside the solid is271

faster rather in the fluid and also that di↵erent phenomena can be identified inside272

the di↵erent materials. More specifically, Fig. 4b-d shows that the longitudinal273

waves transmitted along the vertical wall are slightly attenuated compared with274

those transmitted to the right bottom partition. These waves are emphasized by275

means of two white circles in Fig. 4c. The shear waves cannot travel in fluid media276

thus, only longitudinal waves travel in the fluid outside the cross section whereas277

inside the solid material shear waves can be appreciated. For instance, Fig. 4b-278

c shows the sequence of the propagation of pressure waves in the right bottom279

partition that are mainly produced by the longitudinal waves that travel through280

the rigid structure along the x direction. As the time step grows, the transversal281

waves that travel slower than longitudinal waves remain in the solid cross section,282

but they do not contribute significantly to the velocity distribution inside the283

partition since shear waves can not travel in fluids. Hence, the contribution in284

terms of pressure is mainly due to the initial time steps as can be seen in the285
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sequence given in Fig. 4.a-e.On the other hand, the dissipation of energy inside286

the porous layer can be identified in Fig. 4f-i.287

A reduction in the amplitude in the waves inside the cross section can be288

percived due to the application of �
p

= �

s

= 1 · 10�5 s�1. Although, the losses289

e↵ect is small, it can be slightly identified in the absence of standing waves in the290

rigid structure, and it is expected to take advantage of these properties in large291

scale simulations. This sequence reveals in a qualitatively way the potential of292

this scheme and are consistent with those obtained in [13,14]. The set-up of the293

FDTD method and the values of the physical parameters that model the media294

are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.295

Table 1 Setup parameters of FDTD for results in Fig. 4.

f0 (nm) � (mm) �t (µs) e
r

(cells) e
c

(cells) rPML (cells) esteps
20 kHz 7.45 2.5 800 800 12 11313

Table 2 Solid (s) and porous (m) material parameters for results in Fig. 4. Note that for air
�0 = -0.142 MPa, µ0= 0 Pa and ⇢0 = 1.21 kg/m3

�
s

(MPa) µ
s

(MPa) ⇢
s

(kg/m3) �
m

(MPa) µ
m

(MPa) ⇢
m

(kg/m3)
1.952·103 36 900 340 0.98 520

5 Conclusions296

In this work a unified scheme for FDTD analysis of vibrations on fluid and solid297

media is considered. This scheme has been extended in order to simulate lossy298

solid materials and porous media has been also considered. A scaling factor has299

been introduced in the formulation in order to improve its implementation and also300

for optimizing the vibration analysis in heterogenous media. The formulation has301

been implemented in parallel hardware architectures such as multi-core CPU and302

GPU. The CPU optimized version takes advantage of the AVX instructions and303

also of the multiple cores available by means of OpenMP directives. Although,304

a fine-tuned CPU version can be competitive compared to GPU codes, since it305

reaches speed ups closer to 3 compared to the auto-vectorized sequential version,306

the e↵ort necessary for including AVX extensions may not worth it compared307

to the code with auto-vectorization and OpenMP directives. GPU computing is308

mandatory for massively computations due to the fact that the speed up obtained309

is up to 40. It’s worth to note that the speed up obtained from GPU codes can310

vary dramatically as a function of the sequential code selected. In this work a311

comparison between the multi-core CPU code acclerated with AVX and OpenMP312

is compared with the GPU CUDA based code in order to establish accurately the313

degree of improvement achieved, thus revealing that GPU is sligtly more than 15314
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times faster than the full vectorial and parallel CPU version.315

316

Finally, FDTD applied to the analysis of elastic waves in solids and fluids has317

been demonstrated to have a low operational intensity, since the performance of318

FDTD is mostly limited by the memory bandwidth [25] thus the reduction of319

the simulation costs is attainable applying parallel strategies. The authors are320

considering to extend the current work to 3-D.321
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